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[5] Transportation (TR)
[5.9] Zero Emision Vehicles policy on campus

Figure 1. Universitas Sebelas Maret, Indonesia provides Bicycle Parking in 14 spots for students and academic
staff

Figure 2. Some students and civitas academica ride a bicycle in campus area of Universitas Sebelas Maret,
Indonesia

Figure 3. Electric Bus is usually operated during special events in UNS

Figure 4. During 2018, UNS has received Grant in cooperation with the Toyota, for pilot project of
implementation of 2 electric cars. In accordance with this activity, UNS also received electrical power
charging station, which spreadly in 4 locations in UNS. A Charging facility has also been installed in 4 spots, for
each of 2 spots have been able to recharge 8 units of electrical bikecycle Ev or 2 units of car EV for fast
charging. For the infastructure which is located in Engineering Faculty, this has been provided wth the blue
display/ interface and has been integrated with solar panel.

Figure 5. The use of the Electric Bike(E Bike) by the security staff in duty. .

Figure 6. The use of E Bike for the Lecturer staffs for their activities on campus. After finishing their ctivities,
they will retun it back for recharging .

Figure 7. A Bicycle line is also provided by yhe univerity in order to encourage the safety of the bicycle riders

Description:
In order to support Green Campus in terms of achieving green transportation, Universitas Sebeals Maret
Indonesia has several policies related to increasing Zero Emision vehicles in Campus , as follows:
1. Facilitation of Bicycle parking facilitiy in 14 strategic spots in campus.
2. Electric Bus is usually operated during special events in UNS
3. Provision of the electrical power charging station, which spreadly in 4 locations in UNS. A Charging
facility has also been installed in 4 spots, for each of 2 spots have been able to recharge 8 units of
electrical bikecycle Ev or 2 units of car EV for fast charging
4. The use of the Electric Bike(E Bike) by the security and academic staff
5. A Bicycle line is also provided by yhe univerity in order to encourage the safety of the bicycle rider

